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ABSTRACT
In this study, a gale event that occurred on the lee side of a long narrow mountain was investigated, together
with the associated mountain flows, using a realistic-case large-eddy simulation (LES) that is based on the
Weather Research and Forecasting Model. The mountain is located on the southeastern Tibetan Plateau,
where approximately 58 gales occur annually, mostly in the afternoons during the winter season. Benefitting
from realistic topography and high horizontal resolution as fine as 111 m, the LES can replicate features
similar to the wind fields observed during the gale period. Investigation of the early morning wind structure
over the mountain revealed that weak inflows were blocked, reversed, and divided in the upstream area and
that some weak lee waves, rotors, and two clear lee vortices were evident downstream. As the upstream wind
accelerated and the boundary layer developed during the daytime, the lee waves became amplified with
severe downslope wind and rotors. The interaction and coherent structure of the downslope wind, rotor, and
vortices were investigated to show the severe wind distribution. The mountain drags associated with blocking
and amplified lee waves are displayed to show the potential impact on the large-scale model. The linear leewave theory was adopted to explain the wave evolution during this event together with a discussion of the
uncertainty around low-level nonlinear processes.

1. Introduction
Severe winds on the lee side of mountains, known as
downslope windstorms, have been observed and studied in many areas, for example, Boulder, Colorado, on
the eastern slopes of the Rocky Mountains and in the
lee of Medicine Bow in Wyoming (Brinkmann 1974;
Pokharel et al. 2017), the northern slopes of the Alps
in Europe (Jiang and Doyle 2004; Smith et al. 2007),
and the eastern Adriatic coast (Grisogono and Belusic
2009). Such examples of downslope windstorms are
associated with substantial topographic features with
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long horizontal wavelengths (i.e., ;100 km). Downslope windstorms can also be observed in association
with more modest topography (wavelength: ;20–30 km),
for example, High Point in New Jersey (Decker and
Robinson 2011), the Falkland Islands (Mobbs et al. 2005;
Sheridan and Vosper 2006), and Iceland (Ólafsson and
Ágústsson 2007; Rögnvaldsson et al. 2011). Some windstorms can even be observed in the valleys between
2-km-scale hills over northern Norway (Grønås and
Sandvik 1999). These downslope windstorms indicate
that a strong interaction can occur between the local
mountain and upper atmosphere over a wide spectrum of topography. The multiscale topographies on
the Tibetan Plateau have a high impact on the regional and global weather and climate (Shi et al. 2008;
Boos and Kuang 2010; Shi et al. 2017; Zhao et al.
2018). The precipitation bias over orographic regions,
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especially over the Tibetan Plateau, is higher than in
other regions due to the multiple model evaluations
(Phillips and Gleckler 2006). The mountain flow dynamics and their influence in area around Tibetan
Plateau were not studied in depth, mainly due to the
deficiency in fine observations. Fortunately, there are
some observations available over and around the
targeted mountain, Cang Mountain (CM), although
the available data are not adequate to independently
resolve the mountain flows, which are already quite
fine compared to other regions on the Tibetan Plateau.
The CM, which is a typical mountain in this region, has
a north-northwest–south-southeast orientation and forms
an approximately 2D ridge with a length of ;45 km
and a width varying from 12 to 20 km from south to
north (Figs. 1b,d). Gales are frequently observed on
the lee side of this mountain (Yang et al. 2013), which
indicates severe mountain flows may exist in the area.
In this case study, we attempt to combine the existing
observations with a realistic large-eddy simulation (LES)
to investigate the diurnal evolution of mountain flows and
mountain waves and the impacts on the low-level downstream flow interaction and mountain drag that are important in large-scale models to fill the gap of mountain
flow studies on the Tibetan Plateau.
Severe downslope winds are generally related to mountain waves (Scorer and Klieforth 1959; Durran 1986, 1990;
Smith et al. 2007), and among such waves, lee waves that
are trapped in the lower troposphere generally have
wavelengths on the order of 5–10 km (Sawyer 1960).
Therefore, the simulation of lee waves requires a horizontal resolution of at least 1 km (Li and Chen 2017;
Udina et al. 2017). In addition, models require high
resolution to resolve both the realistic topography and
the associated small-scale atmospheric processes. The
properties (amplitude and wavelength) of lee waves
are considerably influenced by mountain parameters
and planetary boundary layer (PBL) processes (Pearce
and White 1967; Jiang et al. 2006; Smith 2007; Wang
et al. 2010; Li and Chen 2017). The PBL parameterization schemes in mesoscale numerical models are
problematic with regard to the simulation of a stable
boundary layer; that is, the schemes tend to result in
more vertical mixing in the presence of synoptic flow
above a stable boundary layer and less vertical mixing
during calm periods at night (Teixeira et al. 2008;
Baklanov et al. 2011; Shin and Hong 2011; Holtslag
et al. 2013). In comparison, LESs are more accurate at
capturing turbulent interactions between a stable boundary layer and flow aloft (Crosman and Horel 2017).
Trapped lee waves have been simulated using the
Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) Model with a
1-km horizontal resolution in recent studies (Li and Chen
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2017; Udina et al. 2017). Udina et al. (2017) found that a
1-km-resolution model was able to reproduce lee waves,
except that their wavelengths were underestimated in
comparison with satellite-based observations, which
may have been attributable to underestimation of the
upstream wind speed. Furthermore, their simulations
were also unable to capture mountain-induced smallscale flows, for example, blocking flows and rotors.
Udina et al. (2017) suggested that LESs should be
utilized to investigate the interaction between waves and
the PBL to clarify the details of mountain-induced-flow
processes.
In an LES, resolved and turbulent motions are separated using a physical length scale, which is advantageous for studies of turbulent flows (Chow et al.
2005). In several previous studies, realistic-case LESs
have been performed for certain phenomena, for example, thermally induced slope-wind/valley-wind systems (Chow et al. 2006), hurricane boundary layer rolls
(Zhu 2008), microscale weather flows for wind energy
applications (Liu et al. 2011), and nighttime flow dynamics during stable conditions in California’s Owens
Valley (Zhou and Chow 2013). More recently, MuñozEsparza et al. (2017) performed a WRF-nested realistic
LES of a diurnal cycle. Their results showed a good
match between the simulation and field campaign observations as the horizontal grid size is small as 8 m
(32 m) for stable (convective) PBL. The night global
intermittency features in a stable PBL have been reproduced (Muñoz-Esparza et al. 2017). Van Stratum
and Stevens (2015) showed that the consequence of
misrepresenting nighttime ABL turbulence on daytime convection is small. In addition, a relative coarseresolution (250-m grid spacing) LES, conducted to
simulate the cold-air pool Salt Lake Valley, shows that
the overall depth and vertical temperature gradient of
the cold-air pool are more realistically modeled by
WRF and LES than the WRF mesoscale simulation
(Crosman and Horel 2017). These studies have indicated that the LES is capable of capturing the microscale flow features, stable flows, and vertical structure
of the atmosphere. However, to the best of our knowledge,
a realistic-case LES configuration has not been applied to the investigation of severe lee winds.
In this study, existing observations were combined
with a realistic LES (111-m horizontal grid size) to
investigate a gale event occurred on the lee side of
CM to understand 1) what exactly occurs in the lower
and upper troposphere in terms of the mountain flows
during the frequently observed gale period on the
Tibetan Plateau that may be missed in the mesoscale
and large-scale models and 2) how the missed mountain
flows influence the environmental atmosphere, which
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FIG. 1. Terrain height from WRF-nested domains (a) D01 and (b) D05, and (c) U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) land use in WRF
domain D05. The black-outlined rectangles show the domains, and the fifth domain is marked as D05 in (a). Blue (10-m wind and 2-m
temperature observations available) and red (only 2-m temperature observations available) dots in (b) denote automatic weather stations.
The blue square denotes the Dali station where the wind profile radar is located and for which both 2-m temperature and 10-m wind
observations are available. (d) Cross section of terrain height. The green line is mean height between the two magenta lines in (b), the solid
line is maximum height between the two magenta lines in (b), and the dashed line is minimum height between the two magenta lines in (b).
Average slope lengths and angles are depicted with blue characters.
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FIG. 2. NCEP-FNL products of (a),(b) 200-hPa wind vector (arrows) and wind speed (m s21; shading) and (c),(d) 500-hPa geopotential
height (gpm; contours), wind vector (arrows), and terrain height (shading) valid at (left) 0800 and (right) 2000 BST 23 Jan 2015.

may provide some potential understanding for the improvement of the orographic parameterization schemes
in large-scale models. The remainder of this paper is
organized as follows. Descriptions of the gale background, data used, and model configuration are presented in section 2. Evaluation of the simulation and
the flow structure and evolution are provided in sections 3
and 4, respectively. Mountain drags are analyzed in
section 5. Following a discussion in section 6, a summary and our conclusions are presented in section 7.

2. WRF Model setup, data, and case description
a. Background and case description
CM is located on the southeastern edge of the
Tibetan Plateau (Figs. 1a,b). There are 19 peaks with
elevations .3500 m MSL with a base height of ;2000 m
MSL. The mountain exhibits a zigzag characteristic due
to embedded small-scale topography. Local time is approximately one hour later than Beijing standard time
(BST). The distance from Dali station on the lee side
(east) of the mountain to the mountain crest and foot is
;9 and ;4 km, respectively. On average (based on 40-yr
statistics), 58 gales are reported annually at Dali station
with most occurring during late afternoon in winter

(Yang et al. 2013). An observational analysis revealed that Dali station is dominated by an easterly
wind between midnight and afternoon, a westerly
wind between afternoon and midnight at elevations
lower than 600 m AGL (Dong et al. 2016), and the
prevailing surface westerly winds during gale periods
(Yang et al. 2013). The upper-air jet is generally located over the southern Tibetan Plateau in winter
(Yang et al. 2014).
The gale event, which occurred during the late afternoon on 23 January 2015, can be considered a typical
case based on the characteristics of the large-scale
upper-level and surface winds. The jet axis at 200 hPa
was located just above 308N, a few hundred kilometers
from Dali station (Figs. 2a,b). From 0800 to 2000 BST,
the shape of the jet changed slightly from anticyclonic
curvature to straight westerly (Fig. 2b), and a short
geopotential wave trough at 500 hPa developed to the
north of Dali station (Fig. 2d). The enhanced meridional
pressure gradient at 500 hPa and the straight upper-level
jet strengthened the middle- and upper-level westerly
winds. The observed 10-m wind at Dali station shows
that the wind speed increased from 5 m s21 at 1500 BST
to its maximum (.17 m s21) at 1800 BST (Fig. 4c, below).
Figure 5a, described in more detail below, indicates that
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TABLE 1. Parameters of the WRF mesoscale simulation (WRF-MESO) and LES (WRF-LES) model configurations.
Model parameters
Domains
Resolution (km)
Grid number
Nests feedback
Model top
Vertical levels
Depth of the lowest 20 layers (m)
Upper-atmosphere damping depth (m)
Time step (s)
Background and lateral boundary
conditions
Land surface
Land use
Surface layer
Lake physics
Erhai Lake temperature
Planetary boundary layer
Subgrid-scale turbulence
Cumulus
Microphysics
Radiation

WRF-MESO

WRF-LES

Domain 1–3
9, 3, and 1
361 3 361 for all domains
2-way
10 hPa
86 stretched eta levels
17, 33, 42, 52, 61,70, 77, 83, 88, 93, 97, 103,
106, 112, 117, 122, 126, 132, 136, and 139
5000.0
18.0, 6.0, and 2.0
NCEP-FNL

Domain 4–5
0.333 and 0.111
361 3 361 and 541 3 541
2-way
10 hPa
86 stretched eta levels
17, 33, 42, 52, 61,70, 77, 83, 88, 93, 97, 103,
106, 112, 117, 122, 126, 132, 136, and 139
5000.0
0.67 and 0.2
NCEP-FNL

Noah
USGS 28 categories
Revised Jimenez
On
Observed (11.58C)
Shin–Hong scale-aware
None
Kain–Fritsch, none, and none
WSM6
RRTMG

Noah
USGS 28 categories
Revised Jimenez
On
Observed (11.58C)
Shin–Hong scale-aware and none
None and TKE 1.5
None
WSM6
RRTMG

the westerly wind in Dali extends from 1500 m (above
ground) to the surface during this period.

b. WRF Model setup and data
The simulations for this study were conducted using
the WRF Model, version 3.8.1., which is suitable for a
broad range of applications across various scales from
LESs to global simulations (Skamarock et al. 2008). In
this study, the WRF Model was nested as five domains
(D01–D05; Fig. 1a), which were configured for a mesoscale
simulation (D01–D03; hereinafter WRF-MESO) and
an LES (D04–D05; hereinafter WRF-LES). The outermost domain (D01: 9-km resolution) covered most
of the Tibetan Plateau as well as a large area to the east
and south. The innermost domain (D05: 111-m resolution) was defined to place CM and Erhai Lake at its
center. The atmosphere was discretized vertically as
86 eta levels. The vertical resolution was higher in the
lowest few kilometers for optimal determination of
the vertical structure of the PBL turbulence and flows.
The first model layer was ;17 m deep, and 21 layers
(average depth of 90 m) were included within the
lowest 2 km AGL (Table 1). The dynamics options of
the model were default settings, except for a damping
layer imposed in the upper 5 km of the atmosphere to
prevent contamination by unphysical wave reflections
from the model lid (Klemp and Lilly 1978). The model
top was set at 10 hPa. The parameters involved in the
two modes of simulation are summarized in Table 1.
For all five domains, the physics options included the

rapid radiative transfer model longwave and shortwave radiation scheme (RRTMG; Iacono et al. 2008),
WRF single-moment 6-class microphysics scheme
(WSM6; Lim and Hong 2010), and Noah land surface
model (Ek et al. 2003). The new eta Kain–Fritsch
convective scheme (Kain 2004) was active in only the
outermost domain. Domains D03 and D04 had horizontal grid spacings of 1 km and 333 m, respectively.
These are known as the ‘‘gray zone’’ because only the
partial PBL turbulence can be resolved (Wyngaard 2004).
To overcome this problem, the Shin–Hong scale-aware
PBL scheme (Shin and Hong 2015) was selected for
domains D01–D04. For the finest-resolution domain,
most PBL turbulence could be resolved. Subgrid-scale
turbulence was closed using a turbulent kinetic energy
(TKE) 1.5-order closure, and all default parameters
were chosen (Talbot et al. 2012). In recognition of the
importance of Erhai Lake, located ;5 km east of CM,
the lake physics scheme was activated (Gu et al. 2015).
The simulations used NCEP Final Analysis (NCEPFNL) products as the background initial conditions
and the lateral boundary conditions. Observations from
more than 2000 surface measurements and 200 soundings from Chinese National Weather stations were also
assimilated into the initial fields using the WRF 3D
variational data assimilation. All observations provided by the China National Meteorological Center of
the China Meteorological Administration were quality checked. Data were also obtained from automatic
weather stations (Fig. 1b), which were deployed during
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the Sino-Japan Joint Research Center of Meteorological
Disaster project involving the Japan International Cooperation Agency (Zhang et al. 2012). One of these stations, located 100 m east of the western shore of Erhai
Lake, obtains regular observations of the lake surface
temperature. In comparison with the observations from
Erhai station, the lake surface temperature of the NCEPFNL product is overestimated by approximately 13 K.
Therefore, for better representation of the lake effect,
the temperature for the entire lake surface was corrected during model initialization. This procedure considerably improved the lake surface simulation (not
shown). Because the finest geographic dataset in WRF
is 30 s, we adopted the 3 s Shuttle Radar Topography
Mission (Farr et al. 2007) digital elevation data in
domains D04 and D05. To ensure stability in the numerical integration and exclude the spurious gridpoint gravity waves, a high-pass filter was applied to
the elevation data twice (Beljaars et al. 2004) to exclude scales below 600 and 400 m in domains D04 and
D05, respectively.

3. Simulation evaluation
As is known, the evaluation of a numerical simulation has some inherent uncertainties when compared
with local observations (von Storch 1995; Jiménez
et al. 2010). In addition, small changes in the background flow can yield large changes in the responses in
downstream mountain waves (Vergeiner and Lilly
1970; Georgelin and Lott 2001). To include more information about the strong wind spatial variation
aroused from the inevitable uncertainties from the
topography and upstream atmosphere, we use multiple
grid points around the observation in the surface wind
simulation evaluation.

a. Surface temperature distribution and wind series
The simulated and observed 2-m temperatures at
1800 BST in WRF-LES D05 and WRF-MESO D02 are
shown in Figs. 3a and 3b, respectively. In the WRF-LES
D05, the positive upstream–downstream temperature
gradient is better simulated than in WRF-MESO D02.
Notably, the 2-m temperature gradient along the eastern
slope is better simulated in WRF-LES D05 than in
WRF-MESO D02. The regional averaged bias and
root-mean-square error show comparable magnitudes
for WRF-LES D05 and WRF-MESO D02. However,
the WRF-LES can capture finer surface temperature
distributions related to topography.
The time series of observed and simulated wind variations in the upstream region (denoted as A in Fig. 6d,
below) and downslope region (denoted as B in Fig. 6d,

FIG. 3. Simulated (shaded) and observed (numbers) 2-m temperature
in (a) WRF-LES D05 (111 m) and (b) WRF-MESO D02 (3 km).

below) are shown in Fig. 4. The observed wind speed
increased slightly at A and the wind direction switched
from southerly to northerly at midday. The simulated
wind at most of the grid points showed similar trends
(Figs. 4a,b). At B, the amplitude of the observed and
simulated wind speed abruptly increased from less
than 7.5 m s21 in the morning (before 1200) to above
10 m s21 (the maximum speed can reach 17 m s21) in
the afternoon. Although the wind direction at B was
more complicated, it generally remained westerly in
the afternoon and evening (1500–2100 BST). These
results show that the WRF-LES could capture the wind
evolution trends in both the upstream and the downslope regions, which were discussed in this section.

b. Wind profile evolution
The wind profile within the lowest 2 km AGL is operationally observed by an LQ-7 wind profile radar at
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FIG. 4. Observed (red triangles) and simulated (black dots) (a),(c) 10-m wind speed (m s21) and (b),(d) wind
direction; the observations were acquired from the (a),(b) upstream (25.688N, 99.958E) and (c),(d) downslope
(25.78N, 100.188E; Dali station) regions (shown by blue squares in Fig. 6d, below). Simulated data that represent the
upstream [in (a) and (b)] and downslope [in (c) and (d)] regions are from the red-dash-outlined boxes around the
corresponding observation locations denoted as A and B in Fig. 6d, below.

Dali station (located at the same position as the surface
observation). The evolution trends of the observed
zonal wind u, meridional wind y, and vertical wind w
are shown in Figs. 5a, 5d, and 5g, respectively. The
evolution of the observed wind profiles can be divided
into three stages in terms of the zonal wind speed. The
period during which the westerly wind extended to the
surface is defined as stage 2 (denoted as S2 in Fig. 5a),
and the periods before and after S2 are defined as stage
1 (S1) and stage 3 (S3), respectively.
In stage 1 (before 1500 BST), the wind speed was
reasonably small and the wind direction was easterly
below 1000 m AGL, while a relatively stronger northwesterly wind dominated the layer above 1000 m AGL.
A westerly wind dominated the entire layer below
1500 m AGL during stage 2 (1500–2000 BST). An
updraft layer was present in this stage at Dali station,
but a period with a relatively weak updraft occurred during 1600–2000 BST (Fig. 5g). In stage 3 (after 2100 BST),

the strong westerly region moves off the ground again,
similar to in stage 1.
A grid point from the downslope wind regime (box
B; Fig. 6d) is selected for comparison with the observations. The distance (;3 km) between the grid
point and the station could be acceptable considering
the uncertainties from the large-scale atmosphere
forcing, surface properties and topography, and the
nonlinear interaction between the downslope wind,
rotors, and vortices. The evolution trends of the simulated wind profiles from WRF-LES D05 and WRFMESO D02 are shown in Figs. 5b, 5e, and 5h and in
Figs. 5c, 5f, and 5i, respectively. The period with a weak
updraft present in the observed wind profile was captured in the WRF-LES D05 during 1700–2000 BST
(Fig. 5h). Conversely, the evolution trends from the
WRF-MESO D02 could not successfully capture the
wind variation in the three stages detected in the observations. Therefore, the WRF-LES was considered to
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FIG. 5. The (a)–(c) zonal wind, (d)–(f) meridional wind, and (g)–(i) vertical wind from (left) observations and simulations from (center)
WRF-LES D05 and (right) WRF-MESO D02. Vertical black lines show the three stages. Vertical coordinates denote height AGL.

be successful in simulating the evolution trends of the
wind profile.
Note that the interaction between outer-domain and
inner-domain simulations occurs in the two-way simulation. A comparison between one-way and two-way
simulations shows that the WRF-LES is better than
WRF-MESO in a one-way nested simulation. Furthermore, the WRF-LES in a two-way nested simulation is
better than that in a one-way nested simulation for both
2-m temperature distribution and wind profile evolution
corresponding to Fig. 3 and 5 (figures not shown).

4. The structure and evolution of flows
In this section, the spatial structure and temporal evolution of the flows are investigated. As indicated in section 3, the studied event presented three stages, where
stage 2 was the primary focus of this study. However,
stage 1 was also investigated for comparative purposes to
highlight the scope of the differences in stage 2.

a. Surface wind
The averaged 10-m wind during 0600–0800 BST and
during 1700–1900 BST is shown in Figs. 6a and 6b,
respectively. In contrast to stage 1 (Fig. 6a), a strong
downslope wind appeared along the eastern slope in
the late afternoon (stage 2, shown in Fig. 6b).
Figures 6c and 6d show the region with 10-m wind
speeds .12 m s21 during 0600–0800 BST and during

1700–1900 BST. In the morning (Fig. 6c), the 10-m wind
speed was relatively small over downstream region.
However, three bands of severe wind (.12 m s21) were
evident from west to east in the late afternoon (Fig. 6d).
The first was along the crest and eastern slope, the second
was separated into two roughly symmetrical northern
(approximately 25.98N, 100.158E) and southern (approximately 25.658N, 100.258E) parts, and the third was in
the convergence region (25.68–25.98N, 100.38–100.48E).
The severe wind was not confined to only the downslope region but was also present in other downstream bands. The wind speed and wind direction in
the southern part of the second severe wind region,
denoted as C in Fig. 6d, are shown in Fig. 7a and Fig. 7b.
The observations confirm that the wind speed did reach
the gale criterion (17 m s21) in this region (Fig. 7a). As
in the corresponding observation, the simulated wind
displayed an abrupt increase in wind speed in stage 2. The
wind evolution in the third severe wind band (convergence region) is presented in Figs. 7c and 7d. In box D
(shown in Fig. 6d), the wind speed also experienced an
abrupt increase after 1600 BST, and the wind direction
remained southerly throughout the simulated day.

b. Evolution of 3D wind structure
1) MACROSTRUCTURE
The vertical structures of wind speed and potential
temperature along 25.78N, averaged in the early morning
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FIG. 6. Averaged 10-m wind vector (arrows) and wind speed (m s21; shading) during (a) 0600–0800 BST and
(b) 1700–1900 BST 23 Jan 2015. (c),(d) Maximum 10-m wind speed in the two corresponding intervals in (a) and (b);
wind speed under 12 m s21 is not displayed. Magenta contours show terrain height at 500-m intervals. In (d), blue
squares indicate the location of the observations shown in Figs. 4 and 7, red boxes denoted as A–D are regions from
which the simulated 10-m wind data were taken for comparison with the observations in Figs. 4 and 7, the blue
triangle indicates the location from which the simulated wind profile data were taken for comparison with the
wind profile radar observations in Fig. 5, and the two mountain-perpendicular and three mountain-parallel dashed
dark-green lines indicate the sections shown in Figs. 9 and 10 (below), respectively.

and late afternoon, are shown in Figs. 8a and 8b, respectively. In stage 1 (early morning), the wind speed
increased rapidly from 2 to 10 km MSL in the upstream
region. A blocking layer (with negative zonal wind) of
approximately 1 km depth was found in both the upstream and downstream lowest levels, and the upperlayer jet (.50 m s21) was evident above 10 km MSL.
This indicates an atmospheric environment with a
strong vertical shear. Because of the deep blocking
layer, the effective height and width of the mountain
decreased (Fig. 8a). In the downstream, weak lee waves
were found above 3 km MSL, and the amplitude of
which decayed vertically. In stage 2 (late afternoon),
the upstream lower-level blocking layer nearly disappeared, increasing the effective mountain height
and width. The upper-level jet also increased compared with stage 1, which may have enhanced the
vertical shear. In the downstream region, stronger lee

waves were evident above 2.5 km MSL. A reverse flow
region was evident beneath the crest of the lee wave,
which indicates the possible presence of rotors.
Horizontal sections of time-averaged zonal wind and
wind vectors near the crest (at 3200 m MSL) and meridional wind and wind vectors near the foot (at 2200 m
MSL) are shown in Figs. 8c–f. At the near-mountaincrest level in stage 1, the wind direction was generally
northwesterly over both upstream and downstream regions, and a strong–weak–strong zonal wind pattern was
found at the lee of the mountain with a relatively
narrow spacing. Conversely, in stage 2, the upstream
northwesterly wind shifted to a westerly and the spacing
of the strong–weak–strong zonal wind more than doubled. This change corresponds to the change in the lee
waves shown in Figs. 8a and 8b.
At the near-mountain-foot level in stage 1, a northwesterly wind was found in the upstream valley, and
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FIG. 7. As in Fig. 4, but for regions C and D; there were no observations in region D.

two horizontal lee vortices were present in the downstream region (Fig. 8e). In stage 2, the upstream northwesterly wind shifted southwesterly, its speed increased
(Fig. 8f), and the two lee vortices also became enhanced
(Fig. 8f). Overall, apart from the enhancement of the
upper-level jet and slight low-level wind veer, the most
significant change is the upstream low-level incident of
wind increase and the lee waves and rotors enhancement
from early morning to late afternoon.

2) THE INTERACTION AND COHERENT
STRUCTURE OF DOWNSTREAM
MOUNTAIN FLOWS

To explore the possibility of a severe surface wind
prediction in the downstream region, the interaction and
coherent structure of the downslope wind, rotors, and
vortices are explored. Two perpendicular-mountain
sections (positions shown in Fig. 6d) of cross-mountain
wind and potential temperature are shown in Figs. 9a
and 9b, respectively. The reverse flow was evident in
both sections beneath the wave crest, with the northern
section located within the lowest layer and the southern

section lifted to 3 km MSL. The downslope wind extended to the foot of the mountain along both sections, but it extended farther downstream along the
southern section. The second trough of the lee wave
was located just above the eastern 5-km-wide part
(110.38–110.358E), that is, at the convergence region
identified in section 4a.
Two perpendicular-mountain sections of along-ridge
vorticity and wind vector are shown in Figs. 9c and 9d.
Two 15-km-wide 3 3-km-high rotors were found in the
two sections with a series of subrotors. The scale, intensity, and shape of the rotors and subrotors were broadly
similar to the results of a 3D idealized LES (Doyle and
Durran 2007). A sheet of high along-ridge vorticity along
the lee slopes of the mountain was generated and lifted
aloft by the waves where the flow separated.
The coherent structure of the vertical reverse flows
and low-level horizontal vortices can influence the specific severe wind distribution. As shown in Figs. 6b and
8f, the northern branch easterly wind of the southern
vortex was coincident with the reverse flow along the
northern section, whereas the southern branch westerly
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FIG. 8. (a),(b) Vertical section of wind speed (shading) and potential temperature isentropes (contours) and
horizontal sections of time-averaged (c),(d) zonal wind (shading) and wind vectors (black arrows) at 3200 m MSL
and (e),(f) meridional wind and wind vectors (black arrows) at 2200 m MSL, averaged during (left) 0600–0800 and
(right) 1800–2000 BST 23 Jan 2015. The dashed dark-green line in (e) and (f) indicates the position of the vertical
cross section shown in (a) and (b).
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FIG. 9. Vertical section of cross-mountain wind speed (shading) and potential temperature isentropes (contours)
along (a) northern and (b) southern perpendicular-mountain lines (the two mountain-perpendicular dashed dark
green lines in Fig. 6d) at 1810 BST 23 Jan 2015. (c),(d) As in (a) and (b), but for the along-ridge vorticity and crossmountain-vertical wind vector.

wind of the southern vortex was coincident with the
low-level westerly wind along the southern section. This
affected the extent of the downslope wind, which was
identified as extending farther downstream along the
southern section.
Three along-ridge sections of cross-mountain wind
are shown in Fig. 10 as wind vectors in these sections.
A comparison of the western and middle sections revealed that the downslope wind and reverse wind
have a close relationship. For example, the downslope
wind shown in southern part of the western along-ridge
section (25.668N) can extend farther east because the
reverse wind was lifted above it (1.0–2.0 km AGL). The
downslope wind at 25.78N (in Fig. 10a) cannot extend
much because the reverse wind was strong there. The
vortex can also influence the downslope wind and reverse wind. In the middle along-ridge section, the reverse
wind was lifted in the southern section by a southwesterly low-level flow (25.638–25.718N, 0–1 km).
Comparing this flow with the corresponding region in

Fig. 8f, the southwesterly wind was identified as the
southeast branch of the southern vortex in Fig. 8f, which
is tangent to the downslope flow but opposite to the reverse flow. The rotor reverse flow and vortex reverse flow
were combined together from 25.728 to 25.88N, which
strengthened the reverse flow and prevented the downslope wind. The eastern along-ridge section shows a
thin convergence layer (0–0.5 km in Fig. 10c), where a
strong cross-mountain wind (.18 m s21) was found.
This region was identified as the third region of severe
wind (Fig. 6d) and the trough of the lee wave (Fig. 8b).
The three branches of the flow converged here, which
induced severe wind.
The detailed orography also influenced the wind
pattern. As displayed in Fig. 10a, the downslope wind
was found to be related to the height of the mountain.
The downslope wind extends farther in the downstream region of the low ridge area. The coefficient
of correlation between the mountain height and the
cross-mountain wind at the first level in the western
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FIG. 10. Vertical section of cross-mountain wind speed (shading) and along-ridge vertical
wind vector along the (a) western (downslope), (b) middle (rotor), and (c) eastern (convergence) along-ridge lines (the three mountain-parallel dashed dark-green lines in Fig. 6d) at
1810 BST 23 Jan 2015. The black dotted line in (a) shows the difference between the mountain
height and terrain height along the western along-ridge line.

along-ridge section was 20.44. This indicates that the
extent of the downslope wind was related to the upstream mountain height.
In summary, the downslope wind, vertically rotated
rotors, and horizontally rotated vortices are highly
interrelated. The surface severe wind is the result of
the combined impacts of the different flow systems,
which is further related to the upper mountain waves
and topography.

c. Mechanism of lee-wave evolution
One remaining unsolved question is why the lee
waves became lengthened and amplified in the afternoon. Generally, there are two groups of theories to
explain downslope wind events. One group focuses

more on the linear trapped lee waves and accounts for the
downslope windstorm to the resonant waves (Scorer
1949; Scorer and Klieforth 1959; Clark and Peltier 1984),
while the other group stresses the nonlinear wave breaking as the severe wind mechanism on the downslope
(Long 1953, 1955; Clark and Peltier 1977; Clark and
Farley 1984). The latter one suggests a stationary turbulent layer with strong mixing over the mountain,
which is not found in the present case. Unlike the waves
caused by substantial topography with long horizontal
wavelengths (Brinkmann 1974; Jiang and Doyle 2004),
the trapped lee waves are more likely triggered by smallscale mountains (Scorer 1949; Corby and Wallington
1956; Aanensen 1965; Pearce and White 1967), which
are similar to the present wave pattern shown in Fig. 8.
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Moreover, the trapped linear-wave theory requires a rapid
increase in wind speed and/or a decrease in flow stability
with height, which also resembles the presented case.
The simulated upstream profiles at 0700 and 1800 BST
23 January 2015 are presented in Fig. 11. The quantities
were averaged in a 4 km 3 4 km box 25 km upstream
from the mountain. A strong wind shear layer existed
in the troposphere, where the wind increased rapidly
with altitude to its maximum at approximately 10 km
MSL in both the early morning and late afternoon. A
quasi-two-layer troposphere comprising a less stable
layer (5–10 km) situated above a strong stable layer
(2.5–5 km) was present in the early morning. A threelayer-structure troposphere was shown in the late afternoon with a much smaller Scorer parameter layer
under 3.8 km MSL, an elevated strong stable layer at
4 km MSL and less a stable layer above 4.5 km MSL.
Because the Scorer parameter decreased immediately
above the top of the mountain in both early morning and
late afternoon, short gravity waves induced by the mountain could not propagate upward through the troposphere.
Therefore, these waves remained trapped as lee waves
within the lower troposphere.
In the morning, a deep blocking layer was shown
that was due to the high nondimensional mountain
height (Fig. 15, described in more detail below) from
high stability. The deep blocking layer made the effective size of the mountain very small. As a result,
only small lee waves were showed in the morning. In
the afternoon, the low-level wind increased considerably, which induced the disappearance of the blocking
layer and a large effective size of the mountain. The
increased upstream wind can contribute to lengthening of the lee waves. The vertically straight profile of
potential temperature in the low-level troposphere
indicated that a neutral or weakly convective PBL
existed in the late afternoon. The deepened mixing
of PBL elevated and thinned the very stable layer just
above it, which was suggested to be the main cause of
the systematic temporal increase in the horizontal
wavelength (Ralph and Neiman 1997). Three-layer
theoretical studies also showed that lee waves are lengthened when the upstream low-level wind is increased
and a neutral PBL is present under an inversion layer
(Pearce and White 1967; Wang et al. 2010). Observations have also shown that the wavelengths of lee waves
generally increase during the daytime, in response to
surface heating, and decrease after sunset (Gerbier
and Berenger 1961; Mitchell et al. 1990; Ralph and
Neiman 1997). These statements are consistent with
the Dali gales as derived from long-term observations
(Yang et al. 2013). More recently, using a linear theory,
Lott (2016) showed that the null surface wind and wind
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shear in the lower troposphere can induce very largeamplitude lee waves without wave breaking above. A
similar situation is clearly shown in Fig. 11. In the
present case, the upper-layer jet was enhanced in the
afternoon (Figs. 8a,b), which may increase the wind
shear in the troposphere. However, other simulations
suggested that the linear theory can reasonably predict
the wavelength but largely underestimate the wave
amplitude (Vosper 2004; Hills et al. 2016; Sachsperger
et al. 2017). The uncertainties in the nonlinear processes are discussed in section 6. Overall, with the
large-scale upper-level jet and local upstream wind persistence or enhancement, the increased low-level incident
flow and wind shear in the troposphere, deepened mixing
PBL, and large effective mountain size may be combined
and contribute to the lengthening of the lee waves.

5. Topographic drag on the atmosphere
The overall dynamic effect of orography on the atmosphere in mesoscale and large-scale models is accounted
for as orographic drags, which are usually parameterized
as low-level flow blocking and upper-layer gravity wave
breaking (i.e., Lott and Miller 1997) and turbulent orographic form drag (Beljaars et al. 2004). However, the
orographic drag triggered by trapped lee waves has not
been parameterized for most operational NWP models.
Figure 12 shows the total surface drag induced from
the CM in the concerned period for different resolutions. A method that can remove the mean slope from
the drag calculation is used to calculate the surface
pressure drag (Carissimo et al. 1988; Smith et al. 2006).
The surface pressure drags in D05 (111-m grid spacing), D02 (3-km grid spacing), and D01 (9-km grid
spacing) all increased from the early morning to the
late afternoon. Although the drag direction in different resolution simulations is nearly the same, the drag
magnitude can be largely different. In stage 1, the 3-km
simulation and 9-km simulation both underestimated
the drag with a similar factor of one-half. In stage 2, the
drag in the 111-m simulation can be 4 times that in the
9-km simulation. The 3-km simulation underestimates
the total drag of approximately 1 N m22 in all of the
concerned periods. This means that the 3- and 9-km
mesoscale simulations missed a large part and most of
the total surface drags, respectively. Noted that a twoway nest simulation may mix the ability of resolution
and interaction between coarse-grid domains and finegrid domains. A comparison between one-way nest
and two-way nest simulations on the resolved surface
drag corresponding Fig. 12 has been done (not shown).
The drag direction in both one-way and two-way
simulations is closed. The 9-km-resolution simulation
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FIG. 11. Simulated upstream profiles of (a),(d) westerly wind speed (m s21; blue dashed line) and full horizontal speed (m s21; red solid line),
(b),(e) temperature (8C; blue dashed line) and potential temperature (K; red solid line), and (c),(f) the Scorer parameter (1027 m22; blue dashed
line) and buoyancy frequency square (1024 s22; red solid line) at (top) 0700 and (bottom) 1800 BST 23 Jan 2015. The green lines in (c) and
(f) represent the wavenumber square (1027 m22) of the mountain. Quantities were averaged in a 4 km 3 4 km box at 25.78N, 99.838N
(approximately 25 km upstream from the mountain summit).
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FIG. 12. Resolved surface pressure drag (a) magnitude and (b) direction from 25.58 to
26.08N and from 99.88 to 100.38E calculated from D05 (111-m grid spacing; red), D02 (3-km
grid spacing; green), and D01 (9-km grid spacing; blue).

can resolve much less (about one-half of) surface drag
in a one-way simulation than in a two-way simulation,
which may be due to the absence of the feedback from
inner domains as the inner domain simulations can resolve
more drag than outer domains. The WRF-LES in a oneway simulation can resolve less (about 20.5 N m22) and
comparable surface drag in the morning and afternoon,
respectively, than that in a two-way simulation. On the
other hand, the 3-km-resolution simulation in a oneway simulation can resolve more (about 0.5 N m22) and
comparable surface drag in the morning and afternoon,
respectively, than that in a two-way simulation. Overall, both one-way and two-way nest simulations show
that the 9-km-resolution simulation can hardly resolve
the surface drag in the day concerned, whereas the 3-kmresolution simulation can resolve a part of drag especially
in afternoon.
Figure 13 shows the wave-induced vertical flux of
zonal momentum and wave-induced stress to the zonal
wind at 0700 and 1810 BST. The negative vertical flux
of zonal momentum is evident above the downslope
wind, which is increased and extended over 10 km MSL
in the late afternoon (Figs. 13a,b). This means that zonal
momentum is transported downward from where the
upper-level jet is located. The positive wave-induced
stress along the lee slope that extended downstream
favored the acceleration of the horizontal zonal wind

near the surface. The negative wave-induced stress above
the severe downslope wind weakened the upper-level
zonal wind (Figs. 13c,d). As shown in Fig. 8b, the upperlevel wind is clearly decreased over the mountain region
compared with the upstream incoming region. The
vertical extension of the wave stress can be more than
10 km MSL in the late afternoon, and its magnitude is
much larger than that in the earlier morning. Because
the waves presented here cannot be fully resolved in
mesoscale and large-scale models (i.e., grid spacing is 3
or 9 km), the drag and its impact on the upper-layer jet
are also partly or largely missed.

6. Discussion
a. Uncertainties in the simulation
Notably, artificial perturbation (Muñoz-Esparza et al.
2014, 2017; Sauer et al. 2016) are important to developing turbulence in the inflow boundaries of an LES
domain for a downstream simulation. However, no
perturbation scheme has been applied at the D04 and
D05, so turbulence production is necessary to be examined. Figure 14 shows the perturbation vertical velocity in the southeast inflow region of D05 at half PBL
height at 1400 BST January 2015. Nearly horizontally
homogeneous coherent rolls persist at 20 km 3 20 km,
and the fetches are not shown here. Meridional
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FIG. 13. Wave-induced (a),(b) vertical flux of zonal momentum and (c),(d) forcing to the zonal wind at (left) 0700
and (right) 1810 BST 23 Jan 2015. The section was taken at 25.78N along the line shown in Fig. 8.

direction evolution of the energy spectra of the perturbation vertical velocity is presented in Fig. 14b for
the corresponding region in Fig. 14a. The spectra
lines show a production region (TKE } k21; 4 3
1024 , k , 8 3 1024) and an inertial range
with a 25/3 slope (8 3 1024 , k , 2 3 1023). No significant differences are found that are due to different distances to the west inflow edge, which means that
the turbulence is well developed in the whole domain during the daytime. During the night, the horizontal distribution of the perturbation vertical velocity
shows a similar structure as that in the daytime (not
shown). The energy spectra of the perturbation vertical
velocity do not display significant differences due to
different distances to the west inflow edge as well. As
the horizontal grid size is ;100 m, the large eddies in
the stable boundary layer can hardly be explicitly resolved at night. Muñoz-Esparza et al. (2017) showed
that the WRF nested configured LES could successfully capture global intermittency in night with a horizontal grid size of 8 m. For this case, it is too expensive
to adopt such a high resolution to cover a 100 km 3
100 km domain and a 36-h simulation. However, van
Stratum and Stevens (2015) showed that the consequence of misrepresenting nighttime ABL turbulence
on daytime convection is small. In addition, Crosman
and Horel (2017) showed that WRF-LES can reproduce a

more realistic overall depth and vertical temperature
gradient of the cold-air pool under stable PBL conditions.
By using WRF-LES to accurately simulate thermal-driven
slope-valley wind under stable conditions during the
Terrain-Induced Rotor Experiment in California’s
Owens Valley, Zhou and Chow (2013) proved the
feasibility and usefulness of the nested LES of SBL
flows over complex terrain. Although most observations are from surface stations, a wind profile has also
been provided (Fig. 5). The observation shows a clear
extension of the westerly wind to the surface during
the afternoon, which is also shown in WRF-LES and
consistent with the amplification wave period. On the
other hand, since the surface observations are closely
related to the aloft atmosphere evolution and the
mountain flow can induce large difference over a short
distance (indicated in section 4), the verified surface
temperature distribution and surface wind evolution
could not be coincident. In addition, the present simulation results match well with the historical large-scale flow
pattern and long-term gale observation statistics. Therefore, despite the deficiency in the direct observations of
the waves and rotors, the simulation could be credible.

b. Uncertainties of the mechanism
It is still challenging to fully convince the mechanism
of the wave amplification and lengthening in the present
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FIG. 14. (a) Perturbation vertical velocity (m s21) on a horizontal plane at half PBL height
southeast of the D05 at 1400 BST 23 Jan 2015. The blank regions on the four boundaries
result from the calculation of the perturbation velocity because the average is taken for the
1.5 km 3 1.5 km box. (b) Energy spectra of the perturbation vertical velocity along the y
direction at several locations from x 5 0, 4, 7, 11, 14, and 17 km and x-direction mean
corresponding to the domain shown in (a).

realistic simulation, though it can be explained by the
lengthened and amplified trapped lee waves. The existing theories that accounted for the trapped lee waves are
mostly linear (Scorer 1949; Corby and Wallington 1956;
Pearce and White 1967; Zang et al. 2007; Zang and
Zhang 2008; Lott 2016), but the nonlinear processes are

clearly involved in the wave evolution. The blocking
flows and rotors are shown in the early morning and
late afternoon, respectively, and are apparent nonlinear
processes. The height and steepness of the mountain are
too significant to be considered in a linear regime. On
the other hand, most nonlinear theoretical works focus on
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FIG. 15. Nondimensional mountain height evolution. Here, Hm was calculated on the basis of
the average value of the zonal wind and the buoyancy frequency at the mountaintop level.

the wave breaking phenomenon (Clark and Peltier 1977;
Clark and Farley 1984; Durran 1990) rather than
trapped lee waves. However, some numerical simulations
have shown that the wavelengths are well predicted by
the linear theory but that the wave amplitude is seriously
underestimated by the linear theory (Vosper 2004; Hills
et al. 2016). From the two-layer and three-layer linear
theories, the wavelength is determined by the upstream
flow Sorer parameter, wind, and the depth of each layer
(Scorer 1949; Corby and Wallington 1956; Pearce and
White 1967; Zang et al. 2007; Zang and Zhang 2008). The
troposphere displayed a two-layer structure in the early
morning (Figs. 11a–c) and a three-layer structure in the
late afternoon (Figs. 11d–f). In the early morning, the
blocking layer was clearly shown upstream and
downstream (Figs. 8a,b). The interaction between the
blocking atmosphere and the aloft lee wave is not clear
and must be further investigated. During the daytime,
as the blocking layer was driven by diabatic surface
heating (Kirshbaum 2017), the low-level wind was increased, and the mixing layer was extended higher.
The deepened mixing layer and increased upstream
wind can both be attributed to the lengthened lee
waves (Ralph and Neiman 1997; Udina et al. 2017). In
addition, the wind shear in the troposphere can also
produce large-amplitude trapped lee waves (Lott
2016). However, these influences from the lower- and
upper-layer atmosphere are difficult to determine separately in this realistic simulation.
Sauer et al. (2016) showed that increasing the compensated nondimensional mountain height from 0.55

to 1.0 gradually amplified the trapped lee wave to be
transited into nonlinear breaking. Here the wave amplitude is closely related to nondimensional mountain
height (Hm 5 Nhm/U, where N is the buoyancy frequency, hm is the mountain height, and U is the incident wind speed) or compensated nondimensional
mountain height [Hmc 5 N(hm 2 zi)/Ug; here Ug is
defined as the geostrophic wind aligned in the x direction]. The evolution of Hm and Hmc calculated on
the basis of the average value of the zonal wind and
buoyancy frequency at the mountaintop level is shown
in Fig. 15. The Hmc (between 0.7 and 1.0) indicated a
large-amplitude lee-wave regime in the late afternoon
and upstream blocking in the morning, but wave
breaking was not found at 1200 and 2000 BST when the
Hmc was approximately 1.0. However, the calculation
uncertainties of Hm and Hmc should be noticed because N and U (or Ug) are vertically varied in the realistic simulation but usually uniform or partly uniform
in idealized simulations (Reinecke and Durran 2008).
Overall, uncertainties exist in understanding the mechanism of lee-wave evolution as a result of low-level
blocking and surface heating.

7. Summary and conclusions
A downslope gale event that occurred during the
late afternoon on 23 January 2015 was investigated
using a realistic-case WRF-based LES to elucidate the
dynamical mountain processes related to the gale. The
simulation was verified by the regional 2-m temperature
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distribution and wind evolution. Verification showed that
the simulation is capable of successfully capturing the spatial distribution and the main trends of the
wind evolution. The main findings of the study are as
follows:
1) A transition from the upstream blocking stage in
the early morning to the lengthened and amplified
trapped lee-wave stage in the late afternoon has
been displayed under the favorable large-scale upper
jet and local upstream wind direction on the Tibetan
Plateau. Because the large-scale jet is common over
this region and the gales are frequently observed in
the afternoons during winter at Dali station (Yang
et al. 2013, 2014), the stage transition between upstream blocking and large lee waves may also be
common in similar situations.
2) The nonlinear interaction between the downslope
wind, reverse flow of the rotors and vortices, and
the local topography has been investigated and
shows that the severe surface wind is closely related
to the coherent structure of the involved local wind
systems. These wind systems nonlinearly interact
with each other and are influenced by topography
and mountain waves. The uncertainties associated
with the upstream inflow and its turbulence, the
surface properties, and topography cannot be completely avoided, which may result in difficulties in
severe wind predictions in downstream areas despite high-resolution simulation.
3) The drag analysis indicates that the mesoscale and
large-scale (with 3–9 km grid spacing in this study)
model may partly or largely miss the mountain drag
associated with the upstream blocking and amplified
trapped lee waves, which is comparable to the largescale mountain drag over the Alps (Smith et al. 2006).
However, most models have not implemented a trapped
lee-wave parameterization in large-scale modeling,
and it is recommended to turn off mountain blocking parameterizations in relatively high-resolution
(10 km in the WRF user guide) models, as this may
induce errors over mountainous regions, such as over
and around the Tibetan Plateau.
In addition to the above findings, some unsolved scientific questions are raised, which are mainly associated
with the evolution of the upstream blocking and surface
heating. The interaction between the low-level blocking
in the upstream and downstream regions and the aloft
trapped lee waves should be investigated in the future.
Although the relationship between blocking and surface
heating has been investigated (Kirshbaum 2017) under
large-scale conditions, how the blocking layer evolves
under a strong westerly jet due to surface heating
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remains unclear. The relative importance of the deepened mixing PBL and increased incident upstream lowlevel wind due to surface heating on the large lee wave
should also be investigated, though they can independently contribute to the wave lengthening. The
results of this study showed the value of adopting a
WRF-LES to investigate mountain-induced wind
phenomena, especially the microscale interaction of
the flows of the rotors and vortices. The advantages of
the WRF-LES were confirmed by verification and
microflow structural analysis. Although some uncertainties exist in the simulation that are due to the
surface properties and topography, these uncertainties
may influence the specific wind distribution, as shown in
section 4, but do not hamper the ability to obtain the
above conclusions.
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